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373.26 mg (3 capsules) once daily before or after meal 

What is the benefit of taking AFA Extract Plus?
AFA Extract Plus supports the natural release of your own 
adult stem cells from the bone marrow into circulation. Many 
scientific studies have shown that a greater amount of 
circulating adult stem cells equates to a greater quality of 
health.

How long does AFA Extract Plus work in the body?
Three capsules (373.26mg) of Stemtech AFA Extract Plus 
support the release of adult stem cells from the bone marrow 
for up to 3 hours.

What is AFA Extract Plus made from and how is it different 
than just whole Aphanizomenon flos-aquae?
Our new Advanced Formula contains Stem Release™ 
Complex, a patent-pending blend of proprietary nutrient-
dense concentrates of Aphanizomenon flos-aquae                  
(AFA Concentrate)…. PLUS two  ingredients now discovered to 
work in partnership with AFA   Concentrate to support a more 
significant increase in the release of adult stem cells.

Vegan 3 part capsule
Gluten-free with no sugar, artificial colors, artificial flavors, dairy, yeast or 
preservatives.
Vitamin K in AFA Extract Plus: Like many foods, AFA Extract Plus contains 
naturally occurring vitamin K. Three capsules have approximately 21 mcg of 
vitamin K (for further reference, half a cup of raw chopped broccoli has roughly 
100 mcg of vitamin K and half a cup of boiled spinach has about 540 mcg of vitamin 
K.).
Label statement: Consult your physician if pregnant or nursing. (Many products 
carry such warnings out of an abundance of caution rather than any known 
pregnancy risk. We know of no evidence that consuming AFA Extract Plus during 
pregnancy creates a health risk.)
PEA: AFA Extract Plus contains a naturally occurring compound known as 
Phenylethylamine (PEA). PEA is naturally produced by the brain and known to 
support mood and mental energy. PEA is made by the brain whenever one feels 
content and happy; it has been described as the “molecule of joy”.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not 
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Aphanizomenon flos-aquae (AFA 
Concentrate)

Documented to support the natural release of adult stem cells from bone marrow.

Undaria pinnatifida A marine algae from pristine ocean environments around the world well known to support the immune system. 
Fucoidan from Undaria pinnatifida has been documented to support a long-lasting increase in the number of  
circulating stem cells.

Cordyceps sinensis A synergistic ingredient that has been associated with stamina and longevity, and a wide variety of health benefits.
When used with AFA Concentrate and fucoidan from Undaria pinnatifida, this combination enhances the support
of stem cell release.

AFA Extract Plus

An advancement in Cellular Renewal – helping Nature do what it is designed to do!
Stemtech was first to discover the way to support the body’s natural renewal system by 
supporting the release of more adult stem cells into the bloodstream. Our Advanced 
Formula now brings a new discovery to the forefront with a longer-lasting formulation 
that helps the body maintain and repair tissues and organs.

AFA Extract Plus is not a traditional multivitamin supplement that works to supply       
nourishment to old cells. Instead, AFA Extract Plus supports the natural release of 
“master” cells that can transform themselves into healthy new cells. 

A patented-pending, proprietary blend of extraordinary, all-natural ingredients starting 
with AFA Concentrate. 

Tests show AFA Extract Plus supports the release of millions MORE adult stem cells…for 
a longer period of time.

In a double-blind crossover study, our AFA Extract Plus™ Complex showed superior 
results.  

AFA Extract Plus TM


